Abstract| Query processing is a crucial component of various application domains including information retrieval, database design and management, pattern recognition, robotics, and VLSI. Many of these applications involve data stored in a matrix satisfying a number of properties. One property that occurs time and again speci es that the rows and the columns of the matrix are independently sorted. It is customary to refer to such a matrix as sorted. An instance of the Batched Searching and Ranking problem, (BSR, for short) involves a sorted matrix A of items from a totally ordered universe, along with a collection Q of queries. Q is an arbitrary mix of the following query types: for a search query q j one is interested in an item of A that is closest to q j ; for a rank query q j one is interested in the number of items of A that are strictly smaller than q j . The BSR problem asks for solving all queries in Q. In this work, we consider the BSR problem in the following context: the matrix A is pretiled, one item per processor, onto an enhanced mesh of size p n p n; the m queries are stored, one per processor, in the rst m p n columns of the platform. Our main contribution is twofold. First, we show that any algorithm that solves the BSR problem must take at least (maxflogn; p mg) time in the worst case. Second, we show that this time lower bound is tight on meshes of size p n p n enhanced with multiple broadcasting, by exhibiting an algorithm solving the BSR problem in (maxflogn; p mg) time on such a platform.
I. Introduction
Due to its simple and intuitive topology, the mesh has established itself as one of the massively parallel architectures suitable for solving problems in image processing, robot vision, computer graphics, path planning, and VLSI design, among many others. At the same time, the mesh is notoriously ine cient when it comes to handling non-spatially organized data. To address this problem, mesh-connected computers have been enhanced with various types of bus systems 1], 22], 25], 28] .
Recently, a powerful and elegant architecture, referred to as mesh with multiple broadcasting, has been obtained by endowing each row and column of the mesh with its own dedicated high speed bus 22], 35]. The mesh with multiple broadcasting has proven to be feasible for implementation in VLSI and was adopted, among others, by the DAP family of computers 35] .
Being of theoretical interest as well as commercially available, the mesh with multiple broadcasting has attracted a great deal of well deserved attention. Applications ranging from image processing 23 Query processing is a crucial transaction in various application domains including information retrieval, database design and management, and VLSI. Many of these applications involve data stored in a matrix satisfying a number of properties. One property that occurs time and again in applications speci es that the rows and the columns of the matrix are independently sorted 16], 21], 30]. It is customary to refer to such a matrix as sorted. A matrix is said to be fully sorted if its entries are sorted in row-major (resp. column-major) order. The main goal of this paper is to look at the problem of Batched Searching and Ranking (BSR, for short) in sorted matrices. Throughout this work, a generic instance of the BSR problem involves a sorted matrix A of size p n p n stored one item per processor in a mesh with multiple broadcasting of size p n p n and a collection Q of m,
(1 m n), queries stored in the rst m m p n m columns of the platform. The queries are of two types: for a query q j of the rst type one is interested in an item of A that is closest to q j ; for a query q j of the second type one is interested in the number of items in A that are strictly smaller than q j . The two query types are referred to as search queries and rank queries, respectively. The set Q of queries is an arbitrary mix of the two query types. The goal is to determine the solution of every query in Q.
It is important to note that search queries occur frequently in image processing, pattern recognition, computational learning, and arti cial intelligence, where one is interested in nding an item in the database that best matches, in some sense, the query at hand 2], 18], 36]. On the other hand, rank queries are central to relational database design, histogramming, and pattern analysis. Here, given a collection of items in a database along with a query, one is interested in computing the number of items in the database that have a lesser value than the query. In addition, rank queries nds applications to image processing, robotics, and pattern recognition 2], 6], 18]. We note here that a variant of rank queries have also received attention in the literature. Speci cally, a range query involves determining the number of items in a given database that fall in a certain range. It is easy to see that range queries can be answered by stating them as rank queries 18] .
At this point the reader may wonder why the m queries lie in the leftmost l m p n m columns of the mesh. As we shall discuss in Section II, we assume that the mesh with multiple broadcasting communicates with the outside world via I/O ports placed along the leftmost column of the platform. This is consistent with the view 29] that enhanced meshes can serve as fast coprocessors for present-day computers: in such a scenario, the host computer passes the queries on to the mesh in batches of p n and so, in the presence of m input queries, the leftmost l m p n m columns will be used. Our main contribution is twofold. First, we show that any algorithm that solves the BSR problem must take at least (maxflog n; p mg) time in the worst case. This lower bound holds for both the CREW-PRAM and for the mesh with multiple broadcasting. Second, we show that the BSR problem can be solved time-optimally on a mesh with multiple broadcasting of size p n p n by exhibiting an algorithm whose running time matches the lower bound.
To put our contribution in perspective, we note that recently Bhagavathi et al. 9] showed that the task of solving m search or rank queries in a fully sorted matrix can be performed in ( p m) time on a mesh with multiple broadcasting of size p n p n. Actually, in the context of fully sorted matrices the di erence between the two query types vanishes, both of them being solved, essentially, in the same way. In the context of sorted matrices, search queries and rank queries are very much di erent, requiring a di erent resolution strategy. It is not surprising, therefore, that our algorithm for the BSR problem is much more complicated and sophisticated that the algorithm in 9]. In order to obtain a time-optimal algorithm for the BSR problem we develop a novel and interesting cloning strategy for the queries. The scenario is the following. We partition the platform into a number of submeshes and clone the given queries in each of them. Having done that, we obtain the local solution of each query in each of the submeshes. Finally, since the number of clones of each query is large { larger than the available bandwidth allows to handle { we devise a strategy whereby we retrieve information gathered by some of the clones only. The interesting feature of this strategy is that there always exists a relatively small subset of the clones that, when retrieved, allows the resolution of all the queries. As a consequence, the algorithm devised in this paper is completely di erent from that of 9], showing the whole potential of meshes with multiple broadcasting.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the model of computation; Section III presents the lower bound arguments; Section IV discusses the time-optimal algorithm for the BSR problem. Finally, Section V o ers concluding remarks and poses open problems.
II. The Computational Model
A mesh with multiple broadcasting of size M N, referred to as a mesh when no confusion is possible, consists of MN identical SIMD processors positioned on a rectangular array overlaid with a high-speed bus system. In every row of the mesh the processors are connected to a horizontal bus; similarly, in every column the processors are connected to a vertical bus as illustrated in Figure 2 . We assume that the processors in the rst column serve as I/O ports, as illustrated, and that this is the only way the platform communicates with the outside world. 4 4 Processor P(i; j) is located in row i and column j, (1 i M; 1 j N), with P(1; 1) in the northwest corner of the mesh. Each processor P(i; j) has local links to its neighbors P(i ? 1; j), P(i + 1; j), P(i; j ? 1), and P(i; j + 1), provided they exist. The processors are assumed to know their own coordinates within the mesh and to have a constant number of registers of size O(log MN); in unit time, the processors perform some arithmetic or boolean operation, communicate with one of their neighbors using a local link, broadcast a value on a bus, or read a value from a speci ed bus. Each of these operations involves handling at most O(log MN) bits of information.
Due to physical constraints, only one processor is allowed to broadcast on a given bus at any one time. By contrast, all the processors on the bus can simultaneously read the value being broadcast. In accord with other researchers 3], 13 The purpose of this section is to establish a non-trivial lower bound for the BSR problem on meshes with multiple broadcasting. For this purpose, consider such a platform of size p n p n storing a sorted matrix of the same size.
As discussed, the m, (1 m n), queries are stored in the rst m p n columns 1 of the mesh. Clearly, each processor stores one item and at most one query.
Our computational steps on an n-processor mesh with multiple broadcasting can be performed in O(t(n)) computational steps on an n-processor CREW-PRAM.
It is important to note that Proposition 3.2 guarantees that if T M (n) is the execution time of an algorithm for solving a given problem on an n-processor mesh with multiple broadcasting, then there exists a CREW-PRAM algorithm to solve the same problem in T P (n) = T M (n) time using n processors and O(n) extra memory. In other words, \too fast" an algorithm on the mesh with multiple broadcasting implies \too fast" an algorithm for the CREW-PRAM. This observation is exploited in 26] to transfer known computational lower bounds for the CREW-PRAM to the mesh with multiple broadcasting. We shall prove that even solving a single query of the search or rank type takes (log n) time. This result will be proved for the CREW-PRAM and then ported to the mesh with multiple broadcasting by Proposition 3.2.
We begin by reducing the OR problem to the problem of solving a search query q. For this purpose, let b 1 ; b 2 ; : : :; b p n be an arbitrary input to OR. Construct a sorted matrix A, as illustrated in Figure 3 , by placing b 1 ; b 2 ; : : :; b p n in A(1; p n); A(2; p n?1); : : :; A( p n; 1), and by setting for all i; j with i + j 6 = p n + 1:
Our construction guarantees that the matrix A is sorted, regardless of the values of b 1 ; b 2 ; : : :; b p n . We assign query q the value 0.9. It is easy to con rm that the answer to the OR problem is 0 if and only if the solution of the query is 0. To see this, note that if the sequence b 1 ; b 2 ; : : :; b p n contains a 1, then 1 will be returned as a solution of the query. Failing this, 0 will be returned. By virtue of Proposition 3.1, any algorithm that correctly answers a search query on a sorted matrix must take (log p n)= (log n) time on the CREW-PRAM, regardless of the number of processors and memory cells available.
We continue by reducing the OR problem to the problem of solving a rank query q. For this purpose, let b 1 ; b 2 ; : : :; b p n be an arbitrary input to OR. Construct a sorted matrix A, as illustrated in Figure 3 , and let the query q have the value 0.9. It should be clear that the answer to the OR problem is 0 if and only if the number of elements of A that are smaller than q is exactly n+ p n 2 . To see this, observe that by construction, every element of the matrix in the upper left triangle is strictly smaller than the query and the only other elements that may be strictly smaller than the query lie on the diagonal, as seen from Figure 3 . The reader should have no di culty verifying that the total number of elements strictly smaller than q is n+ p n 2 if and only if all the elements on the diagonal are 0. Now Proposition 3.1 guarantees that any algorithm that correctly answers a rank query on a sorted matrix must take (log n) time on the CREW-PRAM.
By virtue of Proposition 3.2 we have the following result.
Lemma 3.3. Any algorithm that correctly solves one search or rank query on a sorted matrix with n elements must take at least (logn) time on a mesh with multiple broadcasting of size p n p n.
We now demonstrate that every algorithm that solves the BSR problem on a fully sorted matrix must take ( p m) time in the worst case. This, of course, will imply the same lower bound for sorted matrices. For this purpose, we assume that we have a fully sorted matrix A, stored in row-major order in a mesh with multiple broadcasting of size p n p n. We refer to the elements of A, in row major order, as a 1 ; a 2 ; : : :; a n . We note that, in the context of fully sorted matrices, both search and rank queries are solved, essentially, the same way. Speci cally, let q be an arbitrary query and let i be the subscript for which a i < q a i+1 . Clearly, if q is of rank type than its solution is i, which denotes the number of items in A strictly smaller than q. On the other hand, if q is of search type, then the item in A that is closest to q is either a i or a i+1 . This observation allows us to handle, for the purpose of the lower bound, both type of queries as if they were rank queries. A generic instance of the BSR problem involves a sorted matrix A of size p n p n and a collection Q = fq 1 ; q 2 ; : : :; q m g, (1 m n), of queries; a query q j can be of the following types:
1. search type: determine the item of A that is closest to q j ; 2. rank type: determine the rank of q j in A, i.e., the number of items in A that are strictly smaller than q j . To avoid handling double subscripts, the items of A will be enumerated, in row-major order, as a 1 ; a 2 ; : : :; a n . The sorted matrix A is stored, one item per processor, in a mesh R with multiple broadcasting of size p n p n. The set Q is stored in the rst m p n columns of R, one query per processor, as illustrated in It is important to note that, at the end of the Stage 1, having replicated the set Q of queries in each submesh R i;j we have, in fact, partitioned the original instance of the BSR problem into several instances, each local to a R i;j . Each local instance involves the subset of A stored by the processors in R i;j and the entire set Q of queries.
The main goal of this stage is to solve the local instance of BSR in each submesh R i;j . To avoid broadcasting con icts, in Stage 2 the bus system is ignored, and every submesh R i;j will act as an unenhanced mesh. We begin by sorting the items and queries in each R i;j in row-major order using an optimal sorting algorithm for meshes 31]. We note that in the sorting process ties are broken in favor of queries. In other words, if a query and an item are equal, then in the sorted version the query precedes the item.
Let C i;j = c 1 ; c 2 ; : : :; c 2m?1 ; c 2m be the resulting sorted sequence stored, two items per processor in the submesh R i;j . The following two results will justify our approach to solving the local instances of the BSR problem. Lemma 4.2. Let q k be a query on rank type and assume that c t = q k , in other words, q k occurs in position t in the sorted sequence C i;j . The number of items in R i;j strictly smaller than q k equals the number of items preceding q k in C i;j .
Proof. Follows directly from the sortedness of C i;j along with the assumed tie-breaking discipline.
Lemma 4.2 motivates the following strategy for solving all rank type queries in R i;j . Assign to every c t a weight w t de ned as follows: w t = 1 if c t is an item 0 if c t is a query.
Next, compute the pre x sums of the sequence c 1 ; c 2 ; : : :; c 2m?1 ; c 2m using the weights assigned in (1) Proof. Let q k be an arbitrary search query in the sequence s p . The sortedness of C i;j along with the tie-breaking discipline guarantees that the no item in R i;j is closer to q k than one of the items c ?1 or c +1 .
In turn, Lemma 4.3 suggests the following approach to solving all the search queries in R i;j . First, assign to every c t a weight w t de ned as follows: w t = c t if c t is an item ?1 if c t is a query.
(2)
Next, compute the pre x maxima of the sequence c 1 ; c 2 ; : : :; c 2m?1 ; c 2m using the weights assigned in (2) and let e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e 2m?1 ; e 2m be the result. It is easy to con rm that for every search query c t = q k , the corresponding value e t is exactly the identity of the item c ?1 in our previous terminology, or ?1 if no such item exists.
Next, assign to every c t a weight w t w t = c t if c t is an item
+1 if c t is a query,
and compute the pre x minima of the sequence c 2m ; c 2m?1 ; : : :; c 2 ; c 1 using the weights assigned in (3). Let e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e 2m?1 ; e 2m be the result. It is easy to con rm that for every search query c t = q k , the corresponding value e t is exactly the identity of the item c +1 in our previous terminology, or +1 if no such item exists. Therefore, at the end of these two computations, every search query q k becomes aware of c ?1 or c +1 . By virtue of Lemma 4.3 this is su cient for the purpose of determining the solution of every search query q k in R i;j . To summarize our nding we state the following result. At the end of Stage 2, each processor of a generic submesh R i;j stores, along with query q k , its local solution (i; j; k). In case q k is a search query (i; j; k) denotes the item in A closest to q k ; in case q k is a rank query (i; j; k) denotes the number of items in A that are strictly smaller than q k . The goal of Stage 3 is to combine these local solutions into the solution of q k in the original instance of the BSR problem. In preparation for this, the rst task of this stage is to arrange, in every submesh R i;j , the ordered pairs (q k ; (i; j; k)) in row-major order, sorted by subscript k. Recall that using an optimal sorting algorithm for meshes 31], this task can be performed in O( p m) time. Note that, after sorting, the tuple (q k ; (i; j; k)) occupies the same relative position in each of the submeshes R i;j .
From now on, the processing relies heavily on a technical property of sorted matrices that we discuss next. Referring to Figure 8 , a submesh R i;j is said to be critical with respect to a query q k if q k is larger than the entry a v in the northwest corner of R i;j but not greater than the entry b v in the southeast corner of R i;j , in other words: a v < q k b v : (4) The following result is key in deriving a time-optimal algorithm for the BSR problem. Lemma 4.5. If a submesh R i;j is critical with respect to a query q k , then at most one of the submeshes R i?1;j and R i;j+1 may be critical with respect to q k .
Proof. Referring, again, to Figure 8 , let a u ; a v , and a w stand for the items stored in the northwest corner of R i?1;j ; R i;j , and R i;j+1 , respectively. Similarly, let b u ; b v , and b w stand for the items stored in the southeast corner of R i?1;j ; R i;j , and R i;j+1 , respectively.
Assume, further, that R i;j is critical with respect to query q k . Now, if R i?1;j is critical with respect to q k , then we have a u < q k b u (5) and, since the matrix A is sorted b u a w b w :
Now (5) and (6) combined guarantee that q k a w and so, by (4), R i;j+1 cannot be critical with respect to q k .
Similarly, if R i;j+1 is critical with respect to q k , then we have a w < q k b w (7) and, since the matrix A is sorted a u b u a w : (8) Now (7) and (8) combined guarantee that b u < q k , con rming, by virtue of (4), that R i?1;j cannot be critical with respect to q k . This completes the proof of Lemma 4.5. Fig. 9 . Illustrating the concept of active copy of query q k Consider a generic slice S i . For further reference, we shall call a copy of query q k in some submesh R i;j active if one of the conditions (a1){(a4) below is satis ed. We refer the reader to Figure 9 for an illustration.
(a1) R i;j is critical with respect to query q k ; (a2) slice S i contains no critical submesh with respect to query q k and, for some j < p n m , q k is larger than all items in R i;j but smaller than or equal to all items in R i;j+1 ; (a3) q k is larger than all the items in slice S i ; in this case the copy of q k in R i; p n m is active; (a4) q k is smaller than or equal to all the items in slice S i ; in this case the copy of q k in R i;1 is active. The leftmost submesh of a slice containing an active copy of a query q k will be referred to as leading with respect to q k . At this point the reader may wonder how all this information is computed. (r1) the copy of q k that belongs to the leading submesh in slice S i is assigned the horizontal bus in its own row; (r2) all the remaining active copies of q k in S i are assigned the vertical bus in their own column. The following result shows that rules (r1) and (r2) lead to con ict-free broadcasting. Lemma 4.6. If every active copy of q k broadcasts simultaneously on the assigned bus, no broadcast con ict will arise.
Proof. First, we claim that no broadcast con icts can occur on horizontal buses. To see this, note that if the horizontal bus was assigned to a copy of q k , then either there exists only one active copy of q k in slice S i (in case the copy of q k in the leading submesh is active by rules (a2){(a4)) and so no other copy of q k attempts to use the same bus, or else, the copy comes from a critical submesh. By rule (r2) all the other active copies in the same slice will use vertical buses and, again, no con ict can arise.
Next, we show that no con icts can arise on vertical buses. Supposing the contrary, let i be the largest subscript for which a broadcast con ict occurs when the copy of q k in slice S i broadcasts vertically on its assigned bus. Without loss of generality, assume that q k belongs to R i;j+1 . The conclusion of Lemma 4.5, along with the maximality of i imply that the copy of q k in submesh R i?1;j+1 is also using the same vertical bus. This implies that neither R i?1;j+1 nor R i;j+1 are leading submeshes (with respect to q k ) in slice S i?1 , and S i , respectively. However, now R i?1;j , R i;j , and R i;j+1 must be critical with respect to q k , contradicting Lemma 4.5.
It is important to note that the total number of active copies of any query q k is at most 2 p n m . This follows immediately from Lemma 4.6, since the assignment of buses to active copies of q k leads to no two copies using the same bus. Since at most p n m copies of q k are assigned horizontal buses and at most p n m copies of q k are assigned vertical buses, the conclusion follows.
Next, one may wonder if the active copies of query q k carry enough information to yield the correct overall solution of q k . The answer to this natural question is provided by the following results.
Lemma 4.7. Let q k be a search query and let a be an item in A closest to q k . There exists an active copy of q k in some submesh R i;j such that either a = (i; j; k) or a = (i; j ? 1; k) or a = (i; j + 1; k). Proof. By assumption, a must be the solution (p; q; k) of q k in some submesh R p;q . In fact, since the items in the matrix are not necessarily distinct, it is possible that a is the solution of q k in a number of such submeshes. Assume, without loss of generality, that such is the case for some submeshes in slice S i . Speci cally, let R i;j be the leftmost submesh in S i for which a = (i; j; k). If the copy of q k in R i;j is active, there is nothing to prove. We shall, therefore, assume that the copy of q k in R i;j is inactive.
We propose to show that at least one of the copies of q k in R i;j?1 or R i;j+1 is active. Since the copy of q k in R i;j is inactive, (4) guarantees that R i;j cannot be critical with respect to q k . Therefore, with a v and b v denoting, respectively, the item in the northwest and southeast corner of R i;j , q k a v or q k > b v : (9) Notice that a = (i; j; k) along with (9) implies that a must be either a v or b v . Symmetry allows us to assume, without loss of generality, that a = a v . In turn, this implies that q k a v : (10) Notice that (10) along with the fact that the copy of q k in R i;j is inactive guarantees, by virtue of (a4) that j 6 = 1 and, thus, R i;j?1 must exist. Let, a u and b u be, respectively, the items in the northwest and southeast corner of R i;j?1 . Since R i;j is the leftmost submesh in S i for which a = (i; j; k) and since the matrix A is sorted, we must have a u < q k : (11) Moreover, we cannot have q k > b u for otherwise, (a2) and (11) combined would guarantee that the copy of q k in R i;j must be active. Therefore, it must be the case that q k b u : (12) However, equations (4), (11) , and (12), combined imply that the copy of q k in R i;j?1 must be active, as desired. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7.
Lemma 4.7 suggests an obvious way of updating the solutions of active copies of a search query q k . We spell out the details as follows:
If the active copy of q k belongs to a critical submesh R i;j and R i;j?1 is not critical, then the copy of q k in R i;j updates its solution (i; j; k) by combining it with (i; j ? 1; k).
If the active copy of q k belongs to a critical submesh R i;j and R i;j+1 is not critical, then the copy of q k in R i;j updates its solution (i; j; k) by combining it with (i; j + 1; k). If the copy of q k is active because of rule (a2), then it updates its solution (i; j; k) by combining it with (i; j + 1; k).
Lemma 4.8. Let q k be a rank query. The active copies of q k in a generic slice S i carry enough information to compute the number of items in S i strictly smaller than q k .
Proof. First, if all copies of q k in slice S i are active then the sum of their local solutions (i; j; k) is exactly the number of items in S i strictly smaller than q k . Assume, therefore, that not all copies of q k in slice S i are active. Consider the active copy of q k in the leading submesh of S i with respect to q k .
If this copy is active by rule (a4) then its solution (i; j; k) must be 0, which is the correct number of items in S i strictly smaller than q k . If this copy is active by rule (a3) then its solution (i; j; k) is updated to read p mn, which is the correct number of items in S i strictly smaller than q k . If this copy is active by rule (a1) or (a2) then its solution (i; j; k) is updated to read (i; j; k) + (j ? 1)m, which is the correct number of items in S i strictly smaller than q k in all submeshes R i;1 ; R i;2 ; : : :; R i;j . It is important to note that the solutions of the other active copies of q k are not changed by the updates. Thus, after the required updates, the collection of active copies of q k in slice S i carry enough information to correctly compute the number of items in S i smaller that q k . The conclusion follows. The next task of Stage 3 is to move all the active copies of queries to diagonal submeshes R i;i , (1 i p n m ), as illustrated in Figure 11 . This task can be performed in two broadcast rounds as follows. In the rst round, we proceed row by row in each submesh R i;j . Speci cally, all active copies of the queries in the rst row of the R i;j 's that have been assigned vertical buses broadcast their local solution on this bus to the corresponding processor in the diagonal submesh R j;j . Following this, all the queries in the second row will broadcast vertically, and so on. By Lemma 4.6 no broadcast con icts will arise. Since every R i;j has p m rows, this rst round takes O( p m) time.
The second broadcast round involves broadcasting along horizontal buses. This time, the columns of every R i;j are handled one by one. Since there are p m columns in each submesh, the second round takes O( p m) time. Note, however, that as illustrated in Figure 12 , it is possible for two active copies of the same query q k to be sent to the same location of a diagonal submesh R j;j , one copy via a horizontal bus and one via a vertical bus. By Lemma 4.6, the number of such copies is restricted to at most two. Furthermore, one of them will arrive in one broadcast round (on vertical buses) while the second will arrive on horizontal buses. The processor receiving them will proceed to combine the respective solutions. To summarize, we state the following result. To complete the algorithm, the various copies of queries in Q moved to the diagonal submeshes will be collected and combined. The idea is to move all the active copies of the same query from the diagonal submeshes R i;i to one or several adjacent rows of the original mesh. Speci cally, in case p n m (13) all the copies of the rst m p n queries, q 1 ; q 2 ; : : :; q m p n will be moved to the rst row of the mesh, the copies of the second group of m p n queries, namely, q m p n +1 ; q m p n +2 ; : : :; q 2 m p n will be moved to the second row of the mesh, and so on.
On the other hand, in case m < p n (14) the copies of q 1 will be moved to the rst p n m rows of the mesh, p m per row. The data movement for both cases is similar and will be discussed next. In preparation for this data movement we need to introduce some terminology.
Consider a generic copy of query q k . We associate with q k the quantities r(q k ) and c(q k ) referred to as the r-value and c-value of q k . Here, r(q k ) is the identity of the row of the mesh to which this copy will have to navigate; c(q k ) is the relative position of this query among the copies moved to row r(q k ). Further, note that the processor storing q k can compute r(q k ) and c(q k ) in O(1) time.
Recall that at the beginning of Stage 3, in every submesh R i;j the queries were sorted in row-major order. Thus, their solutions will be stored in the diagonal submeshes R i;i in the same relative order.
Further, using vertical buses, the copies of the queries in the rst row of every submesh R i;i are moved to the row of the mesh corresponding to their r-value. Speci cally, a generic copy of query q k stored by a processor P(i; j) will be broadcast vertically to processor P(r(q k ); j). It is crucial to note that the queries are also sorted in row-major order by their r-values and so no broadcasting con icts can arise.
Proceeding sequentially, all the p m rows of the R i;i 's are processed as described. Thus, in O( p m) time all the copies will be broadcast to the row of the mesh corresponding to their r-value. It is important to observe that no processor will receive more than one copy of any query in the above data movement.
From now on, the processing that takes place in each row of the mesh depends on whether (13) or (14) holds. First, assume that (13) is true. We shall detail the processing that takes place in the rst row of the mesh, the same action being performed, in parallel in all other rows. The copies of q 1 will be broadcast to processor P(1; 1) in the order of their c-values. Upon receiving the next copy of q 1 , P(1; 1) combines the corresponding solutions in the obvious way. In case (14) holds, recall that the copies of a given query have been spread over p n m rows of the mesh. Again, we discuss the processing of query q 1 , all the others being handled, in parallel, in a perfectly similar way. The In one broadcast, the partial results stored by processors in the rst column of the mesh are moved, along horizontal buses to the rst column of each D i , as depicted in Figure  13 . Now combining the partial solutions of query q i , (1 
V. Concluding Remarks and Open problems
A matrix is said to be sorted if its rows and columns are independently sorted. An instance of the Batched Searching and Ranking problem, (BSR, for short) involves a sorted matrix A of items from a totally ordered universe, along with a collection Q of queries. Q is an arbitrary mix of the following query types: for a search query q j one is interested in the item of A that is closest to q j ; for a rank query q j one is interested in the number of items of A that are strictly smaller than q j . The BSR problem asks for solving all queries in Q.
In this work, we considered the BSR problem with the matrix A pretiled, one item per processor, onto a mesh with multiple broadcasting of size p n p n; the m queries are stored, one per processor, in the rst m p n columns of the platform. Our main contribution is twofold:
First, we proved that any algorithm that correctly solves the BSR problem must take at least (maxflog n; p mg) time in the worst case.
Second, we showed that this time lower bound is tight on a mesh with multiple broadcasting of size p n p n.
We developed a novel and interesting cloning strategy for the queries. partitioned the platform into a number of The interesting feature of this cloning strategy, supported by the sortedness of the matrix, is that there is always a small set of clones that, when retrieved, allow to obtained the overall solution for each query.
Visibly, the cloning strategy is perfectly general. An interesting direction for further research is to see for what other datasets this strategy works. Yet another direction is to see what other practical applications bene t from our strategy.
